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Given a continuous sub-linear function f on a Hausdofl locally convex 
space X and a closed subset K of X, we define here the associated f-projection Pf 
supported on K. The relationships between various continuity and other proper- 
ties of Pf with the structure of the underlying set K are discussed here. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S, 1’ be a pair of linear spaces put in duality by a bilinear form (1 , , . 
We assume that the bilinear form < , ‘> is separating, i.e., for each x in X, .t & 0, 
there exists y in Y such that (.T, y) # 0 and, for each y in Y, y f 0, there exists m 
in X such that (x, y) # 0. A topology on X is said to be compatible with the 
pairing if it is a separated locally convex topology for which continuous linear 
functionals on X are precisely of the form: 
A compatible topology on Y is likewise a separated locally convex topology for 
which continuous linear functionals on Y are precisely of the form: 
for s E x. 
Let X, 1’ be equipped with compatible topologies. Let f be a continuous sub- 
linear function defined on X and let K be a closed subset of X. For each s E X, 
we denote by .f(x - K), the number inf{f(x - R) : K E Kj (possibly == - cx)) 
and by Pr(x), the set {k E K: f(.v - K) = f(r - K)} (eventually void). The set- 
valued mapping Pf : x -+ Pf(x) is called the f-projection supported on K. K is 
said to bef-proximinal (resp.f-Chebyshev) if Pf(.x) # 8~ (resp. Pf(.v) is a smgleton 
set) for each 5 in X. In case X is a normed linear space with the norm topology 
and f is the given norm, there has been a considerable interest in studying 
properties of the supporting set related to its metric projection Pr (cf. Singer [8], 
for the relevant survey). In this exposition, we investigate for the most part 
appropriate conditions on f and K which yield analogous properties of K related 
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to its f-projection P, . This complements to some extent the results of our 
earlier study in [2]. 
We recall that a sub-gradient of a convex function f defined on X at a point 
.q, E X is an element y E Y satisfying f(x) 3 f (x,,) + Re(x - zca , J’, , for all 
m E X. The set of all sub-gradients off at x0 is called sub-differential off at x0 
and is denoted by af(x,). In case f is a continuous sub-linear function on X 
and .Y,, E X, 3f (x,,) is non-empty, U( Y, X)-compact, convex subset of I; (we 
adopt Bourbaki notation here), which is given by af (x0) = {y E zlf (0): (s,, , y, = 
f(x,,)>. Sub-gradients in this case, therefore, correspond precisely to support 
hyperplanes of the sub-level sets off. The polar function off in this case is given 
bY 
2. f-PROXIMINAL AND f-CHEBYSHEV SETS 
Throughout the following, we assume that f is a continuous sub-linear function 
on X and K is a closed subset of X. 
DEFINITION 2.1. f is said to be inf-compact (resp. inf-locally compact) if the 
sub-level sets S, = {.Y E X :-f(s) < A} are compact (resp. locally compact) 
for each h E [w. f is said to be inf-bounded if the sub-level sets S,, are bounded 
for each A E iw. 
If X is a normed linear space with the norm topology (resp. weak topology) 
and f is the norm, then f is inf-compact if and only if X is finite dimensional 
(resp. reflexive). In general, f is inf-compact if and only if either the origin 0 of I’ 
does not belong to af(O) or belongs to int af(O) (Here we take the Lackey 
topology T(E’, X) for I’). This follows immediately from a theorem of Moreau 
(cf. Laurent [3], p. 347) upon noting that for our case f * = x8,ts, and f ** = f. 
Asan example of inf-locally compact functionf, we have the Minkowski functional 
pV of a closed, convex, locally compact set V containing the origin 0 as an interior 
point. In the preceding example, if locally compact is replaced by bounded for 
TV, then pV is inf-locally bounded. More generally, if 0 E Core af(e), then f is 
inf-locally bounded. This follows immediately from Theorem IO in Rockafellar 
[61. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The set K is said to be inf-compact if for each s E S, each 
minimizing net k, in K (f (x - k,J + f (.x - K)) has a convergent subnet in K. 
K is said to be f-boundedfy compact (f-bddly compact) if (AZ - K) n S,, is 
compact for each .Y E X and A E [w. K is said to be y-compact if for each .v E aY’. 
there exists y E R such that y > f(x - K) and (.x - K) n S;, is compact. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Consider the following statements: 
(1) f is inf-compact; 
(2) K is f-bddly compact; 
(3) K is y-compact; 
(4) K is inf-compact; 
(5) K is f-proximinal. 
We haoe (1) 3 (2) 3 (3) * (4) 3 (5). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the definitions. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose f is inf-bounded and let K be a closed convex 
subset of X. Then each of the following conditions implies that K is f-proximinal: 
(1) f is inf-locally compact; 
(2) K is locally compact. 
Proof. f is inf-bounded and inf-locally compact imply that the sub-level 
sets S, are closed, bounded, convex and locally compact, hence they are compact. 
Therefore, f is inf-compact and it follows from the previous proposition that K is 
f-proximinal. In case K is locally compact, then so also is x - K for each .Y E X. 
S,, being bounded, closed and convex, we have that (.Y - K) r\ S, is compact. 
Hence K is f-bddly compact and the desired conclusion follows from the previous 
proposition. [ 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let f be inf-bounded. Assume that either X isjnite dimensional 
or that K is a finite dimensional subspace. Then K is f-proximinal. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The given function f is said to be strictly sub-linear if: 
(1) it is sub-linear, and 
(2) the sub-level sets S, are strictly convex, i.e., s, -v E X, s = J’, A E R, 
f(.x) = f (y) = h imply f((x + y)/2) < A. 
By way of an example, let X be a rotund normed linear space (with norm topo- 
logy) and let g be a (continuous) sub-linear function, then f (x) = 11 x ;I c g(x) is a 
(continuous) strictly sub-linear function on X. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For the sub-linear function f, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(I) f is strictly sub-linear; 
(2) There do not exist .x1 , x2 E S such that x1 # so , f (x1) = f (x2) and 
?f(xl) n Zf(x.J + c . 
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Proof. (1) =- (2). Suppose that there exist x1 , sa E S such that x1 t x2 , 
f(xI) = f(xp) and 6f(.Q n ?f(xa) i; r: . Let J E ai n aj(.~) and let f(xr) = 
f(xz) m: A. Then A = ((x1 +- sa)/2, J < f((.~ + s&2) < ;-(f(~~) + f(Sz)j = h. 
Therefore, f((x, + x,)/2) = A, which contradicts the strict sub-linearity of f. 
(2) -:- (I). Suppose that f is not strictly sub-linear. Then there exist x1 
.Y? E S and .1 E R such that x1 T= x2 , f(xr) : f(xJ = X and f((xl t x2)/2) = A. 
Let T E <f((sr - x,)/2). Thenv E at(B) and :~(.vr + x2)/2, y; =f((xIT.x4)/2) = A. 
&4lSO x1 ) .\ .<If(x,) -L X and ,~‘.Q , T, .<<y.f(.x,) = A. Therefore, <xl , J> = 
f(x,) -~-: .f(x,) = ,:.~a , 3’;. Hence ~1 E 8f(x,) n af(x,), which contradicts (2). 1 
Remarks. (1) The above proposition states that f is strictly sub-linear if 
and only if each support hyperplane to a sub-level set off has a unique point 
in common with it. 
(2) It follows by the same argument as in the case of a norm that if f 
is strictly sub-linear and if thef-projection Pt supported on a.f-proximinal set K 
has corn-es values, then K is f-Chebysher. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let f be strictly sub-linear and inf-bounded and let A’ be a 
closed coneex subset of S. Then each of the following conditions implies that K is 
f -Chebvsher : 
(1) f is inf-compact; 
(2) f is inf-locally compact; 
(3) K is y-compact; 
(4) 6 is inf-compact; 
(5) A* is locally compact. 
THEOREM 2.1. In X, the class of closed conzles sets and the class of closed 
f-Chebyshec sets coincide if f satisjies the following conditions: 
(1) f is strictly sub-linear and inf-compact; 
(2) f is G&eaus drgerentiable at each non-zero point of S; 
(3) f is nonnegatiwe and satisfies f(x) = 0 .- s : P. 
Proof. -1 closed convex set K satisfying (1) is evidently f-Chebpshev by the 
previous corollary. 
Conversely, let K be a closed f-Chebyshev set in .Y. Then by Theorem 2.12 
of [2], K is a f-sun. Since K is f-Chebyshev and f-sun, it follows in view of (2) 
and (3) by Proposition 1.3 of Pai [5] that K is conves. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The set K is said to be f-connected (resp. f O-connected) 
if K n Bf[s; 1.1 is connected (resp. K n B,(s; r) is connected) for each s E S 
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and r E R. Here B,[x; rj = {y E X : f(x - y) < rj (resp. Bf(m, r) = {y E S: 
f(x - y) < r]. K is said to be Pf-compact (resp. P,-connected) if the values 
Pj(x) of the f-projection are compact (resp. connected) for x E S. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be f-proximinal, P,-compact and fo-connected subset of 
S. Then A’ is inf-compact if any one of the following conditions hold: 
(1) f is inf-locally compact; 
(2) K is locally compact. 
Proof. Suppose that (2) holds. Let s E S. Then Pf(x) is a compact set 
contained in a locally compact set K. Hence there exists a compact neighborhood 
c.’ of Pf(.y) in K such that Pf(x) C U\bd( U) (H ere bd( U) stands for the boundary 
of CT). hd( 1.j being compact, there exists A E 58 such that 
f (x - bd( U)) > h > f(x - K). 
Define =1 = K n [y E AY: f (s - y) < Ai. Then rl is connected and we observe 
that (i) --I n C’ - o , (ii) ,4 n bd(U) = ; . Connectedness of A implies that 
.4 C U. Let jk,) C K be a minimizing net: f (x - k,) + f (x - K). Then there 
exists 04, such that k, E A for OL >, cxo . Thus [k,) C U, for 01 3 0~~ The compact- 
ness of 1 i yields a convergent subnet converging in U and hence in K. Hence K 
is inf-compact. If (1) holds in place of (2), the argument is similar. 1 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let K be f-prosiminal. The f-projection Pf supported 
on K is said to be upper (resp. lower) semi-continuous (u.s.c., resp. 1.s.c.) if 
P,‘(I’) = $ES: P,(x)n I-f ~j is closed (resp. open) for each closed set 
T’ in K. 
We require the following proposition (Theorem 2.9) of [2] whose proof 
follows an argument similar to that for a norm. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let K be inf-compact. Then Pf is U.S.C. 
COROLL.~RY 2.3. Let h7 be as in Theorem 2.2. Then Pf is U.S.C. if any one of 
the following conditions hold: 
(I ) f is inf-locally compact; 
(2) K is locall>r compact. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let K be a closed convex f-proximinal and Pf-compact 
subset of S. If f is A-f-locally compact, then 
(1) h’ is inf-compact, and 
(2) Pr is u.s.c. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let f be inf-locally compact and strictly sub-linear function. 
Let k’ be a closed convex andf-proximinal subset of X. Then we have: 
(1) K is inf-compact; 
(2) P, is continuous. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be f-proximinal, f-connected and Pf-compact subset 
of S. Then K is y-compact if any one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) f is inf-locally compact; 
(2) K is locally compact. 
Proof. Suppose that (2) holds. Employing an argument similar to that in 
the proof of Theorem 2.2, one gets a compact neighbourhood cr of P,(x) in K 
and a number y E R such that 
f(x - bd(Ci)) > y > f(x - K). 
Let &-1 = K A B,[x; y]. Since K is f-connected, A is connected and it contains 
P,(x). Employing connectedness of A exactly as in Theorem 2.2, we obtain 
d C LT. Hence A is compact and therefore K is y-compact. a 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f be a non-negative sub-linear function. Let h7 be /oca$r 
compact, f-prosiminal, Pf-compact and Pf-connected subset of X. Then the folIowing 
statements are equivalent: 
(I) Pf is u.s.c.; 
(2) K is f”-connected. 
Proof. (2) =- (I): This follows from Corollary 2.3. 
(I) =:- (2): The proof has been given in Govindarajulu and Pai [2]. 
3. f-SUNS 
As in the previous section, we assume that f is a continuous sub-linear function 
on S and K is a closed subset of X. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The set K is said to be an f-suw if for each s E ‘Y, there 
exists K E P,(x) such that k E P,(k + h(x - k)) for every h > 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a symmetric (i.e., f(-x) = f(.~), JOY .Y E S) sub-lineal 
function. Let h- be y-compact and f-Chebyshev set. Then K is a f-sun. 
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Proof. Since K is y-compact, given x E X there exists y E R’ such that 
y > f (x - K) and the set A = K n &[x; ~1 is compact. Let 6 = f (x - K) 
and /3 = $(y - 8). Let A > 1 f(x - K)I. Define the mapping 
of X into itself. It is easily verified that 
By Propositions 2.1 and 2.4, it follows that az,seA is continuous, Pf being con- 
tinuous. We assert that P,(B,[x; 81) C A. In fact, let z E B,[x; /3]. Then we have 
f (.v - P&)) Gf 6 - 4 + f (z - P,(4) 
<f (x - 4 + f (z - P&9) 
d f (x - 4 + f (z - 4 + f (x - PAX)) 
<33+a 
= y. 
Hence P,(B,[x; p]) C A and therefore, P,(B,[x; Y]) is compact. Thus @z,B,A 
maps B,[x; 81 continuously into a compact subset of B,[x; /?I. By an extended 
version of Schauder fixed point theorem (cf. Bonsall [I]), @)x.s,A has a fixed point 
z. in B,[.x; /3]: 
Therefore, x lies in the open line segment (z. , Pr(zo)). This proves that the set 
s = G E LPfkd PA4 = P,(4) 
is open as well as closed subset of the half ray 
hence it coincides with r3e,p,(z) . Thus K is a f-sun. 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let f be a symmetric sub-linear function. Let K be f-Chebyshev 
and f-connected set. Then K is a f-sun if any one of the following conditions hold: 
(1) f is inf-locally compact; 
(2) K is locally compact. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 2.3 and 3.1. 1 
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From Proposition 2.4, it follows that the f-projection Pr supported on an 
inf-compact andf-Chebyshev set K is continuous. We now consider the question: 
under what conditions a f-Chebyshev set supporting continuous f-projection 
Pr is precisely inf-compact ? 
DEFINITION 3.2. f is said to be CLUC if the sub-level sets S,, satisfy: 
If a net {xU} in S,, and x E S,, are such thatf (sJ = f (x) = X andf(s, + x) ----f 2A, 
then x, has a convergent subnet. 
If X is a normed space with norm topology satisfying property (M) of Panda 
and Kapoor [4], then the norm is CLUC. If f is inf-compact, clearly f is CL UC. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f be a symmetric sub-linear functional. If K is an f-Chebyshev 
set supporting a continuous f-projection P, , then 
lirn .f(x it t(N - P,(x)) - Ii’) - f (~ - K) = .f(~~ _ K) 
t-j0 t 
Proof. The proof in [4] when f is a norm easily adapts to this case. Let u E S 
and let t, be a sequence of positive reals converging to zero. Let v, E 
Zf(x - P,(x -t t,u)). Then 
f (“Y + t,u - P,(x + &U)) 3 f (x - P& + t,u) + : t,& ?‘n/ 
3 f (x - K) + t, <u, yn:-. 
Therefore, 
Likewise, let ai1 E 8f (x + t,u - P,(x)). It easily follows by a similar argument 
as above that 
.f(x + tnu - K) - f (x - K) G1 lu I/ \\, 
t n 
\ p-n/ (2) 
Since J’~, , vk E 2f (0) and there hold 
0 - Pf(x + bu), yni = f (x - Pf@ + tnu)) 
<x + t,u - Pf(x), ybj = f (x + t,u - Pf(x)), 
(3) 
(4) 
using symmetry off, it follows upon taking limit as n+ CO that 
lim(x - Pf(x), y,) = lim(x - Pf(x), yk) = f (x - Pf(x)). (5) 
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Taking u = x - Pf(s), we conclude from (I), (2) and (5) that 
lim f(N + t(x - ‘~(‘)) - K, - f(x - K, = f(~ _ K). 
t-0, t 
In the like manner, we get 
lim .f(~~ + t(x - ‘~(‘)) - K, - f(s - K, = f(~ _ K) 
t-aO_ t 
1 
Remark. The symmetry off enables one to achieve (5). This is also realized 
by the alternative hypothesis that X be a Frechet space (cf. Rudin [7], p. 51). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a Frichet space. Let f be a non-negative sub-linear 
function which is CLUC and satisfies: f (x) = 0 9 x = 0. Let K be an f-Chebyshev 
set. Then the f-projection Pf supported on K is continuous IY and only ;f K is inf- 
compact. 
Proof. The proof runs on exactly the same lines as in Theorem 1 of Panda 
and Kapoor [4] and hence is omitted. 1 
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